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A great way to live sustainably is to furnish your
home with pre-loved items. I use Facebook
Marketplace for nearly everything. 

It’s a great way to get quality items for heavily
reduced prices, and to reduce demand for
producing more products, while also reducing
load on landfills.

This week’s faculty member joined the MSU faculty
in 2001. Their research interests focus on policy
processes, state politics, education policy,
representation, electoral behavior, and quantitative
methods. In the area of education policy their
current projects explore schools mission statements,
their thematic purposes and determinants, using text
analytic techniques. In the area of electoral behavior
they examine the relative importance of key
psychological motives for voting.

https://forms.gle/eVRrQb2rPEbPbXCB6
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overto28@msu.edu
2nd year

overto28@msu.edu

gordo269@msu.edu

> SUSTAINABILITY PRACTICES

GUESS = (THE FACULTY MEMBER)  

https://forms.gle/eVRrQb2rPEbPbXCB6


If you’re like me, you probably use the new
year as an excuse to try out something else
new too. Why not try getting out more? We’ve
put together a Linktree for all things Greater
Lansing – from food to events to volunteer
opportunities, you’re covered! Check it out
here: https://linktr.ee/msupls. If you have any
suggestions or a favorite that’s not on the list,
please let us know & I’ll get on it.

HEY EVERYONE

HAPPY 2023!

stinso56@msu.edu

BAGELS
FOOD OF THE WEEK
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I take each day as
it comes.

MEET A PLS SCHOLAR 

KELECHI AMAKOH
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Q: Kelechi, How do you take care of
your mental health?

I love the warmness this song
evokes, and how there's strength in
rebuilding yourself!

 Title: “Dec. 31” 
 Artist: Mackenzie Shrieve

recommended by 

Angelina Benli

Song of the Week


